
              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parent 

Vacation is an ideal time to spend with the children as it injects power, strength 

and energy in us. They provide opportunities to explore the strengths of the 

students and a chance to work hard with them to overcome their fears so that they 

emerge as confident leaders of tomorrow. 

The session 2019-20 has begun with lots of new ventures of the school such as 

Reading Programme, Defence Programme etc. that are aimed for an enhanced 

learning and overall personality development of the young learners. 

Being the equal partner in the journey of learning, it is expected that the parents 

keep a close eye on their child and praise them for every effort undertaken by them 

irrespective of the outcome. Being mentors, it is our prime duty to broaden their 

horizons, hence we must take them out of the their textbooks and let them discover 

the real joy of learning which is infinite .We must realise that children should be 

educated for the universe and not the university , it is only when the passion to 

learn and absorb is built can an individual acquire true success. 

Significant consideration should  be given to the students to acquire life skills and 

moral values that make a person worthy member of this society. 

I would conclude with these wonderful lines which I read long time back , hope 

you would appreciate it and try to follow the same- 

“Do not ask your children 

To strive for extraordinary lives 

Help them instead to find the wonder 

And the marvel of an ordinary life. 

Show them how to cry 

When pets and people die 

Show them the infinite pleasure 

In the touch of a hand. 

And make the ordinary come alive for them 

The extraordinary will take care of itself.” 

Looking forward for your continual support and cooperation 

Thanks 

 

 



SPECIAL RECOGNITION FOR SCHOOL 

Mount Abu Public School has been recently assessed and approved in accordance 

with following 3 Quality Check Certifications 

 

 

JUNIOR INVESTITURE CEREMONY 

The School held its Investiture Ceremony for the Secondary, Middle level and 

Primary level where in Captains and Vice Captains for different posts were 

appointed from both the levels and adorned with sachet and badges. The Principal, 

in her speech, emphasized on the importance of discipline and dignity of the 

individual and the school. The incoming Council members took an oath promising 

definite change for better tomorrow with great conviction and confidence in their 

voice. 

              



ORIENTATION PROGRAMME 

A Parent Orientation for classes I to V was organized in Mount Abu Public School 

on 26th of April 2019. The programme was started by a Welcome address by 

respected Principal Madam, Mrs Jyoti Arora followed by an enriching session by 

Mr Lucky Puchharat on the topic role of 

parents in child's life. The school 

counsellor too guided the parents and 

gave them healthy tips on effective 

parenting. The parents were also briefed 

about the school, its mission and vision, 

work habits, evaluation and assessment 

procedures. They were also acquainted 

with the transport system, school's rules 

and regulations, class library etc. and 

updated about the snap homework, blogs, 

Olympiads, clubs, competitions etc. The 

programme ended with a vote of thanks by respected coordinator madam, Primary 

Wing, Mrs Suneja. It was indeed an effective session for the parents as it was an 

effort to strengthen the bond between the school and the home. 

FOUNDATION DAY 

Celebration of splendid inception of, Mount Abu School Sector 5 Rohini was 

rejoiced on the occasion of Foundation Day 2019 which began with the auspicious 

Hawan ceremony, seeking the blessings of Almighty for the choicest virtues 

followed by cultural presentations. The Principal greeted the honorable Managing 

Director of the school with the sapling as the gesture of being eco friendly school. 

The students presented the  school song highlighting the glory of Mount Abu  



followed by cultural presentations wherein music, dances and yoga performances 

marked the day. Kathak Dance by a young Mapian mesmerized the audience and  

stole the show. The Principal congratulated  all the members for their great 

contribution in the  success of the school  all thorough the years since its inception 

and wished all with all the wisdom to proceed with dedication and conviction for 

the  future endeavours. 

WORLD EARTH DAY CELEBRATION 

Mount Abu Public School, Sector-5 Rohini celebrated the World Earth Day on 22nd  

April 2019 on the theme 

“PROTECT OUR SPECIES” with 

the support of Ministry of Earth 

Sciences, Govt. of India and in 

association with Millennium 

India Education Foundation. 

Shri Ashok Saha, Scientist D, 

Ministry of Earth Sciences, 

Govt. of India and Dr. Uday 

Kakroo, Director Millennium 

India Education Foundation 

graced the occasion with their 

benign presence. The 

celebration included various 

competitions like Debate, Movie 

Making, Painting Competition 

and Bird House Making wherein 

the children showed a great 

enthusiasm in putting their 

ideas and intense inclination 

towards  making a safe and 

clean planet. The Principal, in 

her welcome address, 

congratulated all for  being 

human  and  highlighted the role 

of young learners in spreading 

the message of safeguarding 

Planet Earth. The event 

witnessed the wholehearted 

participation of around 250 students from different reputed schools of Delhi. The 

participants showed their keen interest in conserving the mother earth and the 

natural resources available for a sustainable survival. The event concluded with 

the prize distribution to the winners of different events.  



 MOCK DRILL 

The school conducted a mock drill to assess the 

disaster preparedness on 18 April 2019.The 

disaster alarm initiated the evacuation process 

and  within 

stipulated time  

the building was 

evacuated and 

children 

assembled in 

open space. The teachers guided the children 

about the importance of swift and active 

movement during emergency. 

SAPLING PLANTATION BY ECO CLUB 

Sapling plantation activity was conducted by the members of the ECO CLUB. The 

students brought the saplings of different plants like Rose, Marigold, Money Plant, 

Evergreen etc. and planted the same in the school garden thereby contributing to 

a greener Earth. The objective behind this plantation was to connect  the children 

with nature and to make them learn to value it. The students felt very proud  to be 

the part of this sapling plantation and decided to encourage others too to plant a 

sapling at their house or nearby park.  

 

AWARD CEREMONY 
 

Mount Abu Public school Sector 5 Rohini, celebrated the success of the students  

in a special Award Ceremony 2019 wherein the meritorious students of the session 

2108-19 were felicitated with trophies and certificates for their brilliance in 

Academics. The Chief Guest Dr Biswajit Saha, Director, Department of Skill 

Education and Training, CBSE graced the occasion with his benign presence and 

gave an auspicious touch to the ceremony by lighting the lamp of knowledge  along 

with the Managing Director Shri Bharat Arora, Manager Dr. Krishna Rawal and the 

Principal of the school  which was followed  by a beautiful cultural presentation by 

the Mapians showcasing  their wonderful talent. The top scorers from different 



classes including the CBSE Board Examinations were applauded for their hard 

work and dedication with a special mention of the consistent commitment shown 

by the students all throughout  the year .The chief guest congratulated the 

students for their remarkable accomplishments  and  blessed them for their future 

endeavors and had all the praise for the parents  for their commendable 

contribution in the success of their ward. 

 

The Principal appreciated the students for their creditable effort in making   the 

flag of Mount Abu shine with galore  of excellence 

 

SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES 
 
Welcome New Session 
To welcome the students for the new session and to gear them up to follow their 

dreams and  goals and lead a healthy lifestyle was highly enriching. The thought 

of the day highlighting the importance of time management was followed by an 

inspirational poem on enduring challenges for fruitful results. The students of 

Class V A also provided some useful guidelines to emerge as confident individuals. 

The talk and video on Eating Right and leading healthy life motivated the students 

to opt for nutritious food and exercise regularly. The assembly ended by the 

welcome note and session guidelines by the Coordinator of Primary wing 

 



    
 

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

 

A healthy mind resides in a healthy body. To share the message of "Stay healthy", 

A special assembly on the theme of Health and Well being was organized on  5th 

April  2019 by the students of class II - A. They welcomed their peers to the new 

session and told  the importance of being healthy through a beautiful poem and 

facts. The assembly was concluded with the welcome note by Honourable Principal 

Ma'am in which she emphasized on  being hygienic and healthy. 

 

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON EARTH DAY   

A Special Morning Assembly was conducted by the students of Class 5 C on 24 April 

,2019, to commemorate the EARTH DAY CELEBRATION. The assembly started with 

the beautiful rendition of the Gayatri Mantra, followed by the English Prayer -' This 

is my Prayer' in the mellifluous voice of the Choir Group. All the students 

participated very enthusiastically in the assembly. As the theme of the Assembly 

was EARTH DAY, all the programs presented in the assembly were in accordance 

with the theme. There was Poem, Thought and a Skit based on the theme. Hindi 

poem- 'Prithvi Aur Hum' was thought provoking and was recited beautifully. The 

English Thought gave the students some insight about the natural resources. The 

Eco Pledge was taken by the students on this occasion. Through the skit- EARTH 

AND US, the students tried to convey the message to all to be a responsible person 

on earth. The skit was enjoyed by all. The objective of the assembly was to make the 

students aware of the significance and importance of celebrating EARTH DAY and 

to make them them understand the meaning of being Eco - friendly, to live in sync 

with the natural environment, to respect the environment. 

 

 



SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON BEAT THE HEAT 
 

An assembly on the theme 'Beat the Heat' was conducted by the students of Class 

II-B on 29th April, 2019. The students presented thought for the day, poems, GK 

questions, News, student talk on "How to prevent yourself from intense heat of 

summer" and a solo dance performance. The assembly was an effort to make 

students more aware about ways to protect themselves from the overbearing 

summer heat Hb and stay healthy and safe. The students used beautiful props to 

give their presentations and it was a learning experience for all involved. 

 

 
 

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON SAVE WATER 
 

“A drop of water is worth more than a sack of gold to a thirsty man.” Water is the 

most precious gift of nature. And we cannot imagine our life without it, thus water 

conservation has become a need of the hour. So, we should all stand together to 

conserve water to save life.  Spreading this message of saving water, students of 

class II- C presented an  assembly on 30.4.14.Children highlighted the facts and 

beautiful quotes about its uses and importance. Some simple methods for saving 

water were exhibited by the students followed by a poem . The assembly concluded 

with a pledge to ‘SAVE WATER AND NEVER WASTE IT’  and a video which was a 

motivation for audience to join the mission. 

  



SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON LABOUR DAY 

 

To honour the dignity of labour, Class V D conducted 

a special assembly on the theme "Labour Day". The 

thought of the day highlighted the arduous effort put 

by our helpers to make our life comfortable. The 

assembly witnessed the felicitation of the helpers by 

the students. The students also expressed their 

gratitude to the helpers for always helping them with 

a smile. Special song presentation by the Ms. Usha, 

the helper at primary level was the highlight of the 

day. The assembly concluded with a teacher's talk 

and the address by the Coordinator who guided the 

students to be respectful and considerate towards the 

people who are working for making our lives pleasant. 

   
 

 

INTER CLASS COMPETITIONS 
 

ENGLISH POEM RECITATION 

Poetry is when an emotion has found its thought and the thought has found 

words”  -Robert Frost 

“Poem Recitation is a mode of expression, a medium to reflect the latent talents of 

the young ones.” Rhymes can prove to be an instrumental stepping stone for young 

children to develop their verbal skills and boost their confidence. Keeping this in 

mind English Recitation Activity for class 1 was organized on 13.05.19. The 

enthusiastic participants showcased their talent .The eye catching props added 

icing to the cake. Students were judged on parameters like confidence, content, 

voice modulation, the props used and on the overall presentation.  The activity 

inspired the children to come forward and recite  with confidence. Variety of 

interesting rhymes with good introduction of themselves had flown in a melody 

from the young ones. 



 

   

INTER CLASS SALAD MAKING COMETITION 

Inter Class Salad Making Competition was held on 16th May 2019 of Class III . 

Children wore white chef caps and aprons. Students were judged on the basis of 

presentation,  creativity, neatness and taste. The themes of salad presentation were 

Russian Salad, Italian Salad, Green salad and Fruits salad. They brought beautiful 

menu cards also. The objective behind the competition was to inculcate healthy 

food habits and awareness regarding the type of salads. The participants explained 

the speciality of their salad and the importance of including salad in our regular 

diet for maintaining good health and keeping diseases at bay. 

 

 

 

 

 



INTER CLASS SPORTS FIESTA 
To lead a fit and healthy lifestyle and fester love for sports, the school organised 

Sports Fiesta for Class V. The event witnessed the children playing games of 

football, cricket and tug of war whereby the children enhanced the skill of co-

ordination and developed the spirit of sportsmanship and teamwork among 

themselves. 

Game Winner Runner Up 

Tug of war Nehru House (Girls) Patel House (Girls) 

Gandhi House (Boys) Nehru House (Boys) 

Cricket Nehru House (Girls) Gandhi House (Girls) 

 Patel House (Boys) Nehru House (Boys) 

Football Nehru House (Girls) Gandhi House (Girls) 

 Patel House (Boys) Nehru House (Boys) 

 

  



 

Inter school Competitions 
 

DATE EVENT VENUE PARTICIPANTS  RESULT 

10.05.19 ABHIVYAKTI 
2019 

Gyan Mandir 
Public School 

Super Chef: Shourya 
Raghuvanshi, Anamita(II) 
Laughing Gags: Manan 
Goswami(IV) 

II Position  
 
III Position  

04.05.19 ZENITH -
LETS REACH 
THE 
PINAACLE 

Maharaja 
Agrasen 
Model School, 
Pitam Pura 

Dance Fiesta: Siya Kalania(V) 
Carnival Craze: Anshul Singh, 
Disha Arora, Kavyansh Gautam, 
Alisha Malik(I) 

III Position 
 
Consolation 
Prize 

26.04.19 SATURNALIA 
2019 

St. Margaret 
Sr. Sec. 
School, 
Prashant 
Vihar 

Presentation in Tux 
Paint: Ayushmita, Bhavika 
Chopra (V) 

III Position 

 

Intra class Competitions 
FOUNDER’S DAY ACTIVITY (12.04.19) 

CLASS I CLASS II CLASS III CLASS IV CLASS V 

A- Prabhaav 
Jha  

A- Ridhi  A- Japeleas 
Singh  

A- Taniska 
Johar 

A- Niti 

B- Nishkarsh 
Baroli 

B- Soumya 
Khandpal 

B- Manya 
Mehta 

B- Paras 
Mishra 

B- Saumya 

C- Aryan Mittal C- Namish C- Dishta C- Asmi C- Anya Bansal 

D- Kirti Anand D- Divisha D- Lavanya D- Priyanshi D- Vedant 

 E- Aditya 
Panchal 

E- Vihaan 
Dixit 

 E- Lakshay 
Mittal 

 

Mental Abilities & Tables (12.04.19) 

CLASS I CLASS II CLASS III CLASS IV CLASS V 

A- Aditya Jain  A- Anya 
Chauhan 

A- Satakshi  A- Divansh A- Ishita Singh 

B- Bhoomi B- Om Garg B- Pratham 
Mittal 

B- Dheeraj B- Janvi Soni 

C- Dev Saini C- Aditya 
Mittal 

C- Mansi 
Wadhwa 

C- Asmi Goel C- Tanmay 
Gupta 

D- Hridhan  D- Kavya D-Yatharth D- Ansh Jain D- Vanshika 

 E- Darshikal E- Divyanshu  E- Yatharth 

 



English spell check & vocab (26.04.19) 

CLASS II CLASS III CLASS IV CLASS V 

A- Aryan Asri A- Vihaan Sabay A- Akansha A- Mishti 

B- Anaisha B- Hemakshi B- Radhika 
Sharma 

B- Abhinav Saini 

C- Utkarsh Raj C- Manvi C- Bhumika C- Oshnik Tayal 

D- Shivangi D-Chahat D- Arnav Bhalla D- Naina Jha 

E- Abhigyan E- Vihaan Dixit  E- Nischal 

 

ENGLISH POEM RECITATION CLASS iii (26.04.19) 
WINNERS Class  

I Position:  Manya Mehra III B 

II Position: Anya Wadhwa III C 

III Position: Arna Jain III A 

III Position: Naima Dutta III A 

Consolation: Atharav Mahror III D 

Consolation: Namya Gupta III E 
 

g.k. assessment (6.05.19) 
CLASS I CLASS II CLASS III CLASS IV CLASS V 

A- Saavya A- Arjun 
Vishnoi 

A-Abhinay 
Verma 

A- Atharva A- Bhavya Garg 

B- Navya 
Punia 

B- Agamya 
Rohilla 

B- Devansh 
Tayal 

B- Parv Rana B- Hardik 
Sharma 

C- Advika 
Negi 

C- Mukta C- Tanmay C- Aniket C- Dibyanshu 
Senapati 

D- Akanksha D- Saras Jain D-Ajbani D- Keshav 
Goyal 

D- Rashi Tiwari 

 E- Kashish E-Komal Jain  E- Anika 

 

English creative writing (10.05.19) 

CLASS I CLASS II CLASS III 

A- Dishi Sharma A- Khushi Dua A-Mania Dutta 

B- Dhruv Sharma B- Anamitra Behra B- Kavilia Jain 

C- Divishi C- Radhika C- Samiksha Jain 

D- Kavyansh D- Akshit Kaushik D-Devansh 

 E- Kashish E-Namya 



Student of the month (April & may) 

CLASS I CLASS II CLASS III CLASS IV CLASS V 

A- Advika A- Gurmehar A- Himant 
Aggarwal 

A- Jigisha A- Khushmeet 
Singh 

B- Disha 
Arora 

B- Shourya 
Raghuvanshi 

B- Rakshita 
Bang 

B- Khushi 
Goel 

B- Gaganpreet 
Singh 

C- Avishi C- Muskaan C- Yamini Malik C- Anushka C- Daksh Kashyap 

D- Sonu D- Pratham 
Mittal 

D- Manya D- Chhavi 
Sharma 

D- Ashi Aggarwal 

 E- Ashima E- Vihaan Dixit  E-Tanishk 

 

Inter House declamation class iv & v (25.04.19) 

Winner Runner Up House Wise Best Orator  

Patel House Tagore House  

Asmi Ananya Prisha (Patel House) 

Amoha Trisha Jigisha (Nehru House) 

Prisha Vedant Trisha (Tagore House) 

Debyanshu Rudra Ruhani(Gandhi House) 

 

 

Always looking for your heartfelt support & co-operation. 

Thanks & Regards 
 

 

 

Jyoti Arora                S.Suneja 

(Principal)                                 (Coordinator) 
 


